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Jim Whitaker
STATES –
QUEENSLAND
CHAIR

Happy 2019 and may it be bigger better and
horsier than ever before!
Exciting times as Western Dressage
continues to grow in our country, thanks to
you!
Our AGM held in November was well
attended with some new members welcomed
to our board.

Margaret Augerinos
B.SW
STATES – VIC
SECRETARY
Paula Byrne
STATES – QLD
Judges Portfolio

Keep those pics and short write ups coming
for us to include in our newsletter – we are
all WD family and love to share what you
have been getting up too 

Julie Sain
STATES – QLD
Far North

State News
WDAQ held their annual State
Championships at the Maryborough
Equestrian Centre at the beginning of
November. It was a fantastic show and a
huge success with the help of wonderful
sponsorship and hard working volunteers
behind the scenes. Some competitors
travelled 2 days with their horses to
compete.

Stacey Locastro
STATES - QLD
Far North

Pamela Nelson
STATES – WA

* STATE SHOW RESULTS *
~ LEVEL 3 ~
Sponsored by STEVE RIGGS FARRIER
CHAMPION - Uno Chic ~ Sue Franks

Kim Maclean
STATES – WA

~ LEVEL 2 ~
Sponsored by THOMAS ARENA PRODUCTS
CHAMPION - Mondure Dunitlikeacowboy
~ Mandy Camfferman
RESERVE - RKN Gee Whiz ~ Glenn Scells
3rd Uno Chic ~ Sue Franks
4th Solomon ~ Laurel Davis

Links –
WDA website https://www.westerndressage.com.au/
Ruleshttps://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/d32836_daf71
a45b5604de2aae206b139dbb694.pdf
Email: westerndressageaustralia@gmail.com
Any Newsletter articles plse email

staceylocastro@westnet.com.au
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~ INTRODUCTORY LEVEL ~
Sponsored by VIVIAN WEARING HORSEMANSHIP
CHAMPION - Acres Of Ambition
~ Teresa Russo
RESERVE - Hollywood Chandel
~ Zoe Gravagna
3rd Struttin The Package ~ Jascinta Dordus
4th Wataphase ~ Michelle Winsto
5th Glenlock Vegas
~ YOUTH ~
Sponsored by SnS CUSTOM FLOATS
CHAMPION - Cusworth Celebration

Figure 1 Glen Scells and Errol Thomas

~ Madison Dunning

~ LEVEL 1 ~
Sponsored by REST ASSURED CLEANING
SERVICES
CHAMPION - Mondue Dunitlikeacowboy
~ Mandy Camfferman
RESERVE - Shiney Nu Addition
~ Gita Thomas
3rd RKN Gee Whiz ~ Glenn Scells
4th Too Much Hootch ~ Louise Hawkins
5th One Roan Rose ~ Teresa Russo

RESERVE - Hollywood Chandel
~ Zoe Gravagna

New Branch – welcome to Western Downs in
Dalby who have recently become successful
in their application to become affiliated with
WDAA.

~ BASIC LEVEL ~
Sponsored by RUDD'S HORSE TRANSPORT
CHAMPION - Tassawoods Ace
~ Vivian Wearing
RESERVE - Shiney Nu Addition
~ Gita Thomas
3rd Too Much Hootch ~ Louise Hawkins
4th Strabbal Dun It On Deck ~ Paula Byrne
5th RKN Huggin The Kid ~ Debbie Scells

We look forward to watching their journey as
they progress and seeing what they get up to,
as they go along their way in Western
Dressage.

Figure 2 Viv Wearing and Tassawoods Ace
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Rider Profile

relationship with my horse and of course I
want to do more WDAV!!”

Bonnie Simon ~ WD Victoria

Article by Ann Lopatecki.

“What attracted me to WDAV was that it was
new, and I love trying new things I thought
the movement required of the horse suited
where I am right now with my horse, and I
love the mix of classical cross western! I was
relieved we could have a caller in
unsanctioned classes and the committee
were encouraging everyone to have a go no
matter what horse or gear you had.
I would tell other people to give it a go what
have you got to lose at the end of it you will
be surrounded by a bunch of likeminded
horsey people that are encouraging.”

Figure 3 photo credit Tracey Moran Photography

Bonnie has been riding since 5yo, she says
“Mum had me on a horse from when I could
walk. Riding has always had an impact on my
life, in the last few years I have grown more
patient, more forgiving, and have really
learnt to listen & not to just react to what I
see”.
“I can’t put into words what motivates me to
ride 5-6 days a week at all times and all
weather conditions, I think it’s the same as
most equestrians it something that’s
engraved so deep within me that I can’t
explain to most people - it feeds my soul to
put it simply, it constantly pushes me,
challenges, rewards, ups-downs, it’s
everything!”

Figure 4 photo credit Tracey Moran Photography

Article © 2018 by Lyn Hoffmann, with Vivian
Wearing

Bonnie’s riding achievements include
competing & exceeding her own expectations
in WDAV, Ranch Riding, & Mountain Trail–
she describes always coming home with a
smile on her face & the ribbons or prizes are
a bonus. Short term goals are to “keep
having fun & continue pushing myself & my
horse in our training to see what more we
can achieve”. Long term goals include “some
ranch shows coming up, training to refine my
manoeuvres & continue building my

The Western Dressage Association of
Australia, formed in 2015, is an incorporated
not-for-profit organisation. Navigating the
WDA-AUS Website is both simple and
informative & makes you want to investigate
more about this growing discipline. The sport
of Western Dressage embraces an openminded acceptance of all breeds and styles of
horses, and the Western Dressage community
is friendly and very supportive!
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The classes are designed to provide a
systematic and progressive means of stepping
up through the various levels of training,
producing versatile, calm and attentive riding
horses, while promoting improved riding and
a greater level of horse and rider partnership.

A horse and rider combination displaying the
above attributes will be given credit by a
judge.
WESTERN DRESSAGE TESTS REQUIREMENTS for the LEVELS,
EXPLAINED

WHAT THE JUDGE IS LOOKING FOR
Judges of Western Dressage have a great
desire to see each horse and rider develop a
useful working partnership, which is pleasing
to watch. The way of going for a Western
Dressage horse, should sit somewhere
between Western Pleasure and traditional
Dressage. It should be more active and
ground covering than a Western Pleasure
horse, but more relaxed, although not as
intense, as a traditional Dressage horse.
Judges want to see a confident, obedient horse
that is a pleasure to ride and works in
harmony with its rider.
There should be willingness to move forward,
backwards and laterally, as required by the
rider, with the horse displaying compliance
and ability in maintaining a consistent frame,
and a light connection to the bit, congruent to
the level of training. Drive, cadence and
regularity of the gaits is also essential, with
the horse showing balance, straightness and
alignment, especially through the transitions.
An attentive mount, accepting of the rider’s
aids, should show suppleness and elasticity,
enabling it to perform with fluency and
smoothness. There should be engagement of
the hindquarters, lightness of the forehand,
ease of movement and athleticism. The horse
should give the impression of doing what’s
required of its own accord. Western Dressage
riders should be composed and focused,
correctly positioned in the saddle at all times,
and use subtle, correct aids, with light
responsive hands.

Each series of Western Dressage Tests are
grouped in Levels to show the progression
of training. The Levels are Introductory
(Walk/Jog only), Basic and Levels One,
Two, Three and Four (which is still to be
completed for use.)
INTRODUCTORY

LEVEL

-

JUDGE’S

EXPECTATIONS








The horse is safe to ride and calmly
complies with the rider’s commands,
moving with purpose and regularity
of gaits.
The horse’s nose may be slightly in
front of the vertical and the poll must
not be lower than the withers in the
working paces.
The horses balance and connection
through the bridle is reasonably
consistent.
The rider can confidently control the
horse in the walk and jog to execute
the movements with a fair degree of
accuracy. The rider can balance and
follow the horse’s movement,
maintaining a steady rhythm and
tempo. All jogs may be ridden sitting
or rising.

INTRODUCTORY LEVEL - MOVEMENTS
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Working walk
Free walk
Working jog
Free jog
Halt







Circles, figure eights and serpentines
(no less than 20m diameters of
circle)
Loops (5m and 10m from track)
Half 10m circles
Turns on the forehand

is attentive and responsive.
The rider’s position is stable and balanced.
The rider guides the horse calmly and
confidently with light contact and
unobtrusive leg and hand aids. The horse
and rider demonstrate a good working
partnership
through
an
accurate
performance. The collected jog is ridden
sitting, while all other jogs may be sitting or
rising.

BASIC LEVEL - JUDGE’S EXPECTATIONS
The horse is calm and obedient,
maintaining a consistent outline and
moving freely forward in a clear rhythm
with a steady tempo. Transitions are
smooth and balanced, and the horse accepts
a light contact and yields to the rider. The
horse’s nose may be slightly in front of the
vertical and the poll must not be lower than
the withers in the working paces.

LEVEL ONE - ADDITIONAL MOVEMENTS









The rider is confident, maintaining a steady
position and demonstrating the ability to
control and connect with the horse, using
the correct aids and light contact with the
reins. The horse and rider co-operate and
appear to have a reasonable understanding
of each other, allowing the execution of the
movements to be more accurate. All jogs
may be ridden sitting or rising.

LEVEL TWO - JUDGE’S EXPECTATIONS
As for Level One, but the horse is required
to be shown with more consistency and a
higher degree of athletic development. The
working and collected jog is ridden sitting,
and the lengthening and free jog may be
ridden sitting or rising.

BASIC LEVEL –
ADDITIONAL MOVEMENTS







Lengthening stride at jog and lope
Turns on the haunches
Counter lope loop 5m from track
Circles, figure eights and serpentines
(no less than 15m diameter of circle)
Jog loops quarter line to quarter line
Shoulder-in at a collected jog
Side-pass
Direct transitions

LEVEL TWO - ADDITIONAL MOVEMENTS

Working Lope
Walk and jog 10m circles
Leg yield in working jog
Counter-bend/flexion
Backup
Progressive transitions







LEVEL ONE - JUDGE’S EXPECTATIONS
The horse is more cadenced, straight,
supple and balanced, showing a willingness
to engage the hindquarters, promoting
lightness and ease of movement. The horse

Collected jog
Free jog
Circles, figure eights and serpentines
(no less than 10m diameter of circle)
Counter canter loops 10m from
track and quarter line to quarter line
Haunches in and out, at a collected
jog.

LEVEL THREE – JUDGE’S EXPECTATIONS
The horse demonstrates a high degree of
suppleness, balance, straightness, cadence
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and
self-carriage.
Clearly
defined
transitions,
between
collected
and
lengthened gaits and changes of bend and
direction, are fluent. The horse is willingly
guided, attentive and confident.

Any style western or Australian stock
headstall may be used. A headstall is defined
as a leather or leather-like item to carry a bit
or bosal. The headstall for bitless bridles must
be of rope, leather or leather-like material.

The rider is confident and proficient,
demonstrating a balanced position, feel,
timing and correct use of aids. The horse
and rider perform in unison and harmony.
The free jog may be ridden rising, while all
other jogs can be ridden sitting.

Snaffle bits may be used at any level of
competition, with any horse of any age. The
rider must use two hands with the snaffle. A
standard snaffle bit is a conventional O-Ring,
Egg Butt, Full Cheek or D-Ring. The mouthpiece maybe Mullen, Barrel, Ported and
consist of either one, two or three pieces. Bit
hobbles below the reins are permitted.

LEVEL THREE
- ADDITIONAL MOVEMENTS



Collected lope.
Minimum 4 strides release of the
reins at collected lope.
Half-pass at collected jog and
collected lope.
Counter lope circles.
Simple change of lead through the
walk.

A curb bit is a leverage bit and may have loose
or fixed shanks. Curb bits must connect
directly from the cheek-piece to the mouthpiece. When using a curb bit the rider may use
one or two hands.

WESTERN DRESSAGE - ESSENTIAL TACK

Transitional curb bits permit the shanks to be
independently moved and maybe used on
horses that are at least 3 years of age. Bit
hobbles are not permitted on transitional
curbs.





and RIDER ATTIRE
When it comes to the rules, Western
Dressage Association of Australia are very
clear on what tack and attire is required.
The WDA-AUS Rulebook should now be
completed and this will be available
through the website. There are also some
great ‘Downloads’ on the site covering
what’s legal, and what’s not. Here are
some initial overall information to at least
help get you started with what you and
your horse will need for Western
Dressage.

The rider should preferably use one hand with
a fixed shank that has a solid mouth-piece.

A Spade Bit or Two Reined Bridle (bosalita
and spade bit configuration) is only permitted
in Levels 3 and 4, and only on horses not to be
less than 4 years of age.
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Bosals are permitted on horses of any age, for
any event of competition level. The bosal and
bosalita are rounded in shape, smooth and
constructed of braided rawhide or leather and
must have a flexible,
non- metallic core,
attached to a suitable headstall. A bosalita
may be worn without reins, in the manner of a
noseband.








The noseband for bitless bridles must be
smooth and constructed of flat leather or
braided rawhide or leather as for a bosal. No
knots or protrusions are permitted on the
noseband.

Reins must of leather, rope, horse hair or
synthetic material. Split, looped or joined
reins can be used two handed with a snaffle,
curbed bit or bitless bridle. When riding twohanded, looped or joined reins can be held
independently or bridged. Split reins are
bridged when used with two hands. Romal
reins are used one handed with a curb bit.



A Western or Australian Stock saddle or ‘halfbreed’ saddle is to be used. All saddles used
must meet at least two of the following three
requirements:
 Saddle skirt.
 Western fenders, which must be a
minimum of 75 mm (3 inches) at the
narrowest point, with the exception of
youth riders, who may use a
conventional stirrup leather and
stirrup.
 Horn.







Make sure your saddle is of good quality,
correctly and comfortably fitting your horse.
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A saddle blanket maybe used over the
top of a saddle pad.
Breastplate.
Crupper.
One whip is permitted when riding,
provided it is no longer than 120 cms
(48 inches), including the lash.
A cavesson noseband or bosalita. A
cavesson must be constructed of
smooth leather, fit comfortably (not
too tight) and is appropriately
positioned above the bit, according to
the individual horse’s conformation.

Helmet or Western style hat must be
worn.
WESTERN
DRESSAGE
AUSTRALIA strongly recommends the
wearing of properly fitted and
fastened, current, safety-approved
protective headgear at all times, when
in the saddle. Riders with disabilities,
‘Assisted’ and Youth Riders MUST wear
a helmet.
Western style long-sleeved shirt, with
any type of collar, and Western style
trousers or a one piece long-sleeved
Western equitation suit, provided it
includes a collar, must be worn.
Boots must have a minimum of
12.7mm or half-inch, well defined,
square cut heels.

Necktie, kerchief, bolo-tie or pin.
Vests.
Spurs of Western or English type.
Rowels are permitted but must be
blunt, smooth, vertical and rotate
freely. The shank must come from the
centre of the back of the heel. The tip of
the shank on the dummy spurs must be





Halt & Salute

smooth and blunt and must not point
up or inwards.
Chaps or chinks.
Gloves.

If you slam on the brakes, your halt will be
messy and unbalanced.
Instead, think of a plane landing…. Yep. A
plane.

NOTE: Please refer to the Website for a
more detailed reference to tack and attire.

Planes hit the tarmac with back wheels first
before lowering the nose-wheel onto the
ground.

Next issue, look out for WESTERN
DRESSAGE PART 2
– PREPARE TO COMPETE
Where we’ll cover
SHOW PREPARATION & TRAINING and
UNDERSTANDING THE TESTS

So think ‘prepare for landing’ and engage
your seat & hindquarters then ask for the
front end to stop. Using this technique, your
halt will be balanced and you won’t crash
land into a wonky halt.

How to get extra points in your test

Once your halt is established, make eye
contact with the judge and salute. There’s no
need to make a big performance out of the
salute.

There’s usually nothing more than a few
percentage points between first place and
10th in dressage competitions… so who
wouldn’t want a few extra points?

Bonus Tip: If your halt isn’t great, don’t try and
adjust it. Most of the time you’ll only make it
worse.

If you’ve ever had ‘circle not round’, ‘late
transition’ or ‘not straight’ comments on your
test – then you’re throwing away valuable
points.

Maximise ‘blank’ spots
There are places in dressage test that aren’t
really judged. Use these spots to prepare for
your next ‘important’ move.

Let’s see how accuracy and practicality can
earn you those few extra points in a dressage
test.

For example:
Use your corners
The corner is a valuable opportunity to

Enter at A





The centreline is an easy chance to gain
points. The judge is smack bang in front of
you and will notice a wobbly centre line
much more than your horse’s outline.
Set yourself up for a nice straight entrance
before you enter the arena.
FORWAAAARD!.. the slower you go, the more
likely you are to be crooked.
Look up, breathe and enjoy your moment.

correct, yet most people zoom through it
focusing on the next marker.
Use EVERY corner to check your balance and
self-carriage.
Take advantage of the corner to do a small
half halt, to put everything together to come
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out of that corner ready to start the next
movement as prepared as you can be.
Free walk (points for the taking!)
Dressage tests can be won and lost at the
walk. Most riders tend to focus on the trot &
canter – and treat the free walk as nothing
more than a rest stop (hahaha – definitely
have been guilty of that in the past).
Nail these three points and you’ll score
higher, guaranteed!






Don’t try and force your horse’s head down.
Give them freedom to stretch and aim to get
your horse’s poll slightly lower than the
withers.
Don’t completely drop the reins and zone out.

Picture the green stars in your next test and
ride to the inside

It’s not a rest stop, remember
Keep the walk active, straight and purposeful.
Make every stride count.

REMEMBER! The markers in a dressage
arena have not been placed to help make
circle riding easier.
Regardless of the arena size and circle asked

A circle? How hard can it be?
With circles, you can pick up some easy
points for accuracy. Because even a 20m
circle is one of the hardest shapes to ride
well.

for in your test, you need to plan your
navigation points.
Don’t force a smile…
While enjoying yourself is the aim of the
game, it’s not the time for a plastered grin.

It’s all about picking the right markers.
Here’s an example…

For a start, judges are not idiots and can’t be
tricked into thinking your egg shaped circle is
ok…. Secondly, you should be channelling all
your effort into riding, not performing like
you’re in a beauty pageant.

Let’s say you’re asked for a 20m circle at C….





Point 1: Once passing C, do not follow the
track to the corner. You’ve got to resist that
urge to ride deep!
Point 2: Aim to touch the track 4 metres
past the corner letter.
Point 3: Next, aim to cross the centre line 2
metres past the S – R line.
This diagram should help you picture it…

That said.. sometimes it’s easier to shrug off a
mistake with a quick grin.. and get on with
the job.
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Other handy hints
Make transitions when your body is at the
letter marker, not the horse’s nose.
Don’t let a mistake ruin the rest of your test.
An error will only affect one part of the
test…So suck it up and focus on your next
movement.
Identify all movement with a 2 beside them.
These movements get double points so it
pays to get them right.

Calendar of Events
WA
Feb:
24th WD Show, Foxwood Wattle Grove
March: 30/31 Viv Wearing Clinic, Foxwood Wattle Grove
April:
14th State WD Show, Foxwood Wattle Grove
May:
12th Clinic? Liz Tollarzo, Magenup, Wandi
July:
14th Sanctioned WD Show, Foxwood Wattle Grove
Sept:
8th Clinic, Foxwood Wattle Grove
Oct:
6th Sanctioned WD show, Foxwood Wattle Grove
Nov:
24th Sanctioned WD show, Foxwood Wattle Grove
QLD
Maryborough
Jan: - 26/27
Mar: - 9/10
Jun: - 22/23
Jul: - 27/28
Sep: - 7/8
Oct: - State Show 4, 5, 6

HAPPY RIDING!!

WDSEQld
March: - 30/31
April:
20/21 Dalby
May: - 18/19
June: - 8/9
July:
13/14 Dalby
August: - 24/25
October: - 4/5 QLD State
October 12/13
NQQHA – North Qld
March: 9th WD Show, Innisfail
May:
4th WD Clinic with Viv Wearing, Innisfail
June:
22nd WD Show, Innisfail
WDAV
Feb:April:June:-
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24th WD Show, Victoria’s Stables Pakenham South
13th WD Show Venue TBA
23rd WD show Venue TBA

